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GEOMETRICS

Stylishly designed to complement the Chi bath, the Chi basin 
is the perfect companion. Handcrafted to create the ultimate 
sanctuary in the bathroom for a truly sensual experience.

DIMENSIONS

580mm x 340mm x 150mm

Approx weight: 16kg (35lb)

Chi basin
580mm

6131Product code

apaiserMARBLE® is a luxurious, performative, non-porous marble
material, derived from reclaimed marble, enriched with the 
purity of Australian minerals. Offering enhanced performance, 
achieved through the integration of the most advanced materials, 
apaiserMARBLE is shaped and perfected by our master craftsmen. 

We at apaiser are committed to manufacturing bathware, which is 
respectful of the environment. In all phases of our process, we strive 
to produce a product with consistently low environmental impact.

A dedicated support platform comprising apaiser’s in-house 
design and engineering professionals, provides superior service 
quality and peace of mind to all our project customers and retail 
installations. apaiserCARE® oversees design to delivery, installation 
and training. 

apaiser MARBLE

apaiser CARE
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340 150
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ORGANICS

An homage to cockle shells laying on the beach, the Eclipse 
basin is designed to accompany the Eclipse bath. Tactile and 
soft, offering a deep and tranquil sense of luxury.

DIMENSIONS

600mm x 450mm x 170mm

Approx weight: 15kg (33lb)

Eclipse basin
600mm

6249Product code

apaiserMARBLE® is a luxurious, performative, non-porous marble
material, derived from reclaimed marble, enriched with the 
purity of Australian minerals. Offering enhanced performance, 
achieved through the integration of the most advanced materials, 
apaiserMARBLE is shaped and perfected by our master craftsmen. 

We at apaiser are committed to manufacturing bathware, which is 
respectful of the environment. In all phases of our process, we strive 
to produce a product with consistently low environmental impact.

A dedicated support platform comprising apaiser’s in-house 
design and engineering professionals, provides superior service 
quality and peace of mind to all our project customers and retail 
installations. apaiserCARE® oversees design to delivery, installation 
and training. 

apaiser MARBLE

apaiser CARE
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TIMELESS

Transform the bathroom into an elegant, indulgent bathing 
space. Perfectly designed to accompany the Emerald bath 
with its classic and timeless lines, as a contemporary version 
of a Victorian classic. 

DIMENSIONS

600mm x 370mm x 150mm

Approx weight: 20kg (44lb)

Emerald basin
600mm

6052Product code

apaiserMARBLE® is a luxurious, performative, non-porous marble
material, derived from reclaimed marble, enriched with the 
purity of Australian minerals. Offering enhanced performance, 
achieved through the integration of the most advanced materials, 
apaiserMARBLE is shaped and perfected by our master craftsmen. 

We at apaiser are committed to manufacturing bathware, which is 
respectful of the environment. In all phases of our process, we strive 
to produce a product with consistently low environmental impact.

A dedicated support platform comprising apaiser’s in-house 
design and engineering professionals, provides superior service 
quality and peace of mind to all our project customers and retail 
installations. apaiserCARE® oversees design to delivery, installation 
and training. 

apaiser MARBLE

apaiser CARE
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ORGANICS

Featuring soft lines and a deeply organic shape reminiscent 
of the petals of a lotus flower, the Lotus basin is designed to 
complement the Lotus bath. Create the ultimate cocoon-like 
experience.

DIMENSIONS

530mm x 360mm x 150mm

Approx weight: 19kg (41lb)

Lotus basin
530mm

6149Product code

apaiserMARBLE® is a luxurious, performative, non-porous marble
material, derived from reclaimed marble, enriched with the 
purity of Australian minerals. Offering enhanced performance, 
achieved through the integration of the most advanced materials, 
apaiserMARBLE is shaped and perfected by our master craftsmen. 

We at apaiser are committed to manufacturing bathware, which is 
respectful of the environment. In all phases of our process, we strive 
to produce a product with consistently low environmental impact.

A dedicated support platform comprising apaiser’s in-house 
design and engineering professionals, provides superior service 
quality and peace of mind to all our project customers and retail 
installations. apaiserCARE® oversees design to delivery, installation 
and training. 

apaiser MARBLE

apaiser CARE
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GEOMETRICS

Taking its inspiration from the moon and planet systems, this 
basin features a perfectly circular shape and soft sculptured 
look for a divine bathroom experience.

DIMENSIONS

Ø450mm x 160mm high

Approx weight: 11kg (24lb)

Lunar Globe basin
450mm

6083Product code

apaiserMARBLE® is a luxurious, performative, non-porous marble
material, derived from reclaimed marble, enriched with the 
purity of Australian minerals. Offering enhanced performance, 
achieved through the integration of the most advanced materials, 
apaiserMARBLE is shaped and perfected by our master craftsmen. 

We at apaiser are committed to manufacturing bathware, which is 
respectful of the environment. In all phases of our process, we strive 
to produce a product with consistently low environmental impact.

A dedicated support platform comprising apaiser’s in-house 
design and engineering professionals, provides superior service 
quality and peace of mind to all our project customers and retail 
installations. apaiserCARE® oversees design to delivery, installation 
and training. 

apaiser MARBLE

apaiser CARE
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ORGANICS

The Oman basin is designed as a companion to the Oman 
bath. Perfectly expressed with a free-flowing and sensual 
shape, with its form inspired by the stunning landscapes of the 
Gulf of Oman.

DIMENSIONS

500mm x 450mm x 160mm

Approx weight: 19kg (41lb)

Oman basin
500mm

6045Product code

apaiserMARBLE® is a luxurious, performative, non-porous marble
material, derived from reclaimed marble, enriched with the 
purity of Australian minerals. Offering enhanced performance, 
achieved through the integration of the most advanced materials, 
apaiserMARBLE is shaped and perfected by our master craftsmen. 

We at apaiser are committed to manufacturing bathware, which is 
respectful of the environment. In all phases of our process, we strive 
to produce a product with consistently low environmental impact.

A dedicated support platform comprising apaiser’s in-house 
design and engineering professionals, provides superior service 
quality and peace of mind to all our project customers and retail 
installations. apaiserCARE® oversees design to delivery, installation 
and training. 

apaiser MARBLE

apaiser CARE
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COLLABORATIONS - WOHAbeing

Like any diminution of a larger form, the Sampan semi recessed 
basin offers all the attributes of the original in a versatile and 
compact solution. With clever details and a presence that 
commands attention in defiance of its petite form, the basin is 
an architectural masterpiece. 

DIMENSIONS

750mm x 420mm x 255mm

Approx weight: 45kg (99lb)

Sampan single basin
750mm

6262Product code

Colours are indicative and for reference purposes only. Due to the hand finished nature of our products, dimensional tolerances are applicable. All products to include apaiser waste. 

apaiserMARBLE® is a luxurious, performative, non-porous marble
material, derived from reclaimed marble, enriched with the 
purity of Australian minerals. Offering enhanced performance, 
achieved through the integration of the most advanced materials, 
apaiserMARBLE is shaped and perfected by our master craftsmen. 

We at apaiser are committed to manufacturing bathware, which is 
respectful of the environment. In all phases of our process, we strive 
to produce a product with consistently low environmental impact.

A dedicated support platform comprising apaiser’s in-house 
design and engineering professionals, provides superior service 
quality and peace of mind to all our project customers and retail 
installations. apaiserCARE® oversees design to delivery, installation 
and training. 

apaiser MARBLE

apaiser CARE

750

750 335

420

420
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180

255

NOTE:  
THE SAMPAN SINGLE BASIN IS DESIGNED TO BE RECESSED INTO THE COUNTER TOP BY 75MM.
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ORGANICS

Draw the outside in with the Seascapes Sanctum basin, 
which mimics the sensual curves of the Seascapes bath. As 
the perfect ensemble, this basin offers soothing respite with a 
compact form.

DIMENSIONS

530mm x 340mm x 150mm

Approx weight: 18kg (40lb)

Seascapes Sanctum basin
530mm

6037Product code

apaiserMARBLE® is a luxurious, performative, non-porous marble
material, derived from reclaimed marble, enriched with the 
purity of Australian minerals. Offering enhanced performance, 
achieved through the integration of the most advanced materials, 
apaiserMARBLE is shaped and perfected by our master craftsmen. 

We at apaiser are committed to manufacturing bathware, which is 
respectful of the environment. In all phases of our process, we strive 
to produce a product with consistently low environmental impact.

A dedicated support platform comprising apaiser’s in-house 
design and engineering professionals, provides superior service 
quality and peace of mind to all our project customers and retail 
installations. apaiserCARE® oversees design to delivery, installation 
and training. 

apaiser MARBLE
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Beautifully handcrafted with a highly tailored approach, 
designed to complement the Sublime bath. Its contemporary 
and clean lines, offer a statement in the bathroom.

DIMENSIONS

600mm x 370mm x 150mm

Approx weight: 17kg (37lb)

Sublime basin
600mm

GEOMETRICS

6068Product code

apaiserMARBLE® is a luxurious, performative, non-porous marble
material, derived from reclaimed marble, enriched with the 
purity of Australian minerals. Offering enhanced performance, 
achieved through the integration of the most advanced materials, 
apaiserMARBLE is shaped and perfected by our master craftsmen. 

We at apaiser are committed to manufacturing bathware, which is 
respectful of the environment. In all phases of our process, we strive 
to produce a product with consistently low environmental impact.

A dedicated support platform comprising apaiser’s in-house 
design and engineering professionals, provides superior service 
quality and peace of mind to all our project customers and retail 
installations. apaiserCARE® oversees design to delivery, installation 
and training. 

apaiser MARBLE

apaiser CARE
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The Serenity basin is designed as the ideal accompaniment to 
the oval and round Serenity baths. The soft petal-shaped form 
adds an organic, sensual aesthetic to bathroom design, while 
conveying an almost theatrical presence.

DIMENSIONS

615mm x 480mm x 195mm

Approx weight: 17kg (37lb)

Serenity basin
615mm

Colours are indicative and for reference purposes only. Due to the hand finished nature of our products, dimensional tolerances are applicable. All products to include apaiser waste. 

6058Product code

apaiserMARBLE® is a luxurious, performative, non-porous marble
material, derived from reclaimed marble, enriched with the 
purity of Australian minerals. Offering enhanced performance, 
achieved through the integration of the most advanced materials, 
apaiserMARBLE is shaped and perfected by our master craftsmen. 

We at apaiser are committed to manufacturing bathware, which is 
respectful of the environment. In all phases of our process, we strive 
to produce a product with consistently low environmental impact.

A dedicated support platform comprising apaiser’s in-house 
design and engineering professionals, provides superior service 
quality and peace of mind to all our project customers and retail 
installations. apaiserCARE® oversees design to delivery, installation 
and training. 

apaiser MARBLE

apaiser CARE

COLLABORATIONS - Kelly Hoppen MBE

615

480

175 195
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GEOMETRICS

Designed to accompany the Zen Round or Oval Bath range, 
the Zen basin celebrates the inherent beauty of hard and soft 
seamless lines working in unison. Inviting you to focus on the 
total togetherness of body and mind. 

DIMENSIONS

Ø430mm x 150mm high

Approx weight: 24kg (52lb)

Overflow option available.

Zen basin
430mm

6202Product code

apaiserMARBLE® is a luxurious, performative, non-porous marble
material, derived from reclaimed marble, enriched with the 
purity of Australian minerals. Offering enhanced performance, 
achieved through the integration of the most advanced materials, 
apaiserMARBLE is shaped and perfected by our master craftsmen. 

We at apaiser are committed to manufacturing bathware, which is 
respectful of the environment. In all phases of our process, we strive 
to produce a product with consistently low environmental impact.

A dedicated support platform comprising apaiser’s in-house 
design and engineering professionals, provides superior service 
quality and peace of mind to all our project customers and retail 
installations. apaiserCARE® oversees design to delivery, installation 
and training. 

apaiser MARBLE

apaiser CARE
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